
Doge Track
Digital doge racing on the Solana 

blockchain!  The first of it’s kind NFT 

racing game with a metaverse of 

different tracks and a stable of doges 

to race and breed.  Doges & Tracks 

can be staked for $DTRK and track 

owners get a percentage of the prize 

pool from each race that happens on 

their track.  Doges can be raced for 

$DTRK and races are ongoing on all 

available tracks on a 24/7 basis.  

Genesis doges can also be bred to 

create more doges in the future.

Welcome to



DOGES
Doges will be used as characters in the game to race on the 

Doge Track network.  Each doge will have individual race 

characteristics related to it’s breed and will have unique visual 

properties as well.  The doge’s race traits will determine the 

likelihood of the doges ability to win races (this will also be 

dependent on the types of tracks and other variables in our 

algorithm).  Each doge can be staked for $DTRK which will be 

used to race the doges when the racing platform goes live.  

Genesis doges can then be used for breeding in the future as 

well.  We will only have 1 doge mint, all future doges must be 

created through breeding.
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DOGE TRAITS
Doges will be minted with many traits that affect their race 

performance. The class and win percentage of each doge will 

change depending on how doges do in races.  Race traits are:


	- Lineage


	- Speed


	- Endurance


	- Agility


	- Class


	- Win Percentage
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DOGE TRAITS
Doges will also have traits that don't affect performance but will 

affect rarity such as:


	- Hats


	- Glasses/Goggles


	- Masks


	- Vests


	- Male/Female 
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TRACKS
Each track will be unique and will be used for races on the Doge 

Track network.  Track owners can use their tracks to earn $DTRK 

based on races that happen on their track.  Tracks will have 

unique properties which will interact with the different doges 

unique traits to help determine winners in races. Track traits will 

be mainly length of race (1 lap, 2 lap, etc..) and track type (grass, 

dirt, or other).  For each race the prize pool will be split up 

between the race winner and the track owner. 80% of the prize 

pool will go to the winner of the race and the other 20% will go 

to the owner of the track.
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TRACK TRAITS
Most track traits can be changed by the track owners in the 

game.  The only trait that cannot be changed is location:


	- Location (Stadium, City, Space..)


	- Track Type


	- Track Length (1 lap, 2 lap, 3 lap, 4 lap)


	- $DTRK Entrance Fee


	- Class of Doge that can race on your track


Doge traits will interact with track traits to help determine 

winners.  This means that as a doge owner you need to figure 

out which track configurations are best suited for your doge and 

as a track owner you need to be changing your traits to meet 

the demands of the doge racers.  
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RACING
Each track owner will be able to set the amount of $DTRK they 

want as an entrance fee for racing on their track.  A track owner 

could set their track for 1 $DTRK entry fee or 1000 $DTRK entry 

fee.  The class, type, and length of the track will also be decided 

by the track owners.  Doge owners can then login into the 

platform, select the track they want to race their doge on based 

on the amount of $DTRK they want to spend and the track traits 

that fit their doge best then enter the race.  Races will be 

ongoing 24/7 on the Doge Track network with prizes being 

released to the winners and track owners wallets in the form of 

$DTRK immediately after a race is complete.
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$DTRK Coin

All races will be done using $DTRK coin.  This is the coin of the 

Doge Track network that will also be used for our track mint, 

doge breeding, and our marketplace in the near future. All 

$DTRK used in transactions in our track mint, breeding and 

marketplace will be burned. $DTRK will have a limited supply 

that can be earned through staking. Both doge and track 

owners can stake their NFTs for $DTRK on our staking platform. 
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THE DOGE-O

As an alternative to staking your doge for $DTRK you can also 

enter your doge into The Doge-O.  While your doge is in the 

Doge-O it will slowly improve it’s speed, agility, and endurance.  


Doge’s will be able to utilize the doge-o to slowly increase their 

doge’s class.
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BREEDING
Once the initial genesis doges are released they can then be 

bred (male with female).  Male doges can be used as “studs” and 

owners of studs can also receive $DTRK from the studs being 

used for breeding.  All breeding will be done using $DTRK.  The 

lineage of the doges created through breeding will be based on 

the parent doges.  This will also affect the racing traits for the 

bred doges.
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MARKETPLACE
In the marketplace you’ll be able to spend $DTRK on different


visual traits to make your doge even more unique.  You can also 

buy race upgrades to your doge like speed and agility boosts! 

We will also release our “doge builder” where you can try out 

different traits on your doge before buying (hats, muzzels, 

goggles, glasses, and vests!)
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